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Abstract

This paper presents an efficient numerical scheme for solving a special type of quasi-singular integral equation attributed to Eric
Russel Love. The proposed scheme involves the use of an expansion technique of the unknown function of the integral equation in
terms of Daubechies scale function. This integral equation has an immense importance in the field of electrostatics. After obtaining
the unknown function f (x) approximately, numerically the capacity of two parallel coaxial disks of unit radius are calculated for
different separating parameter κ and the computed results are compared with Nomura-Cook results available in the literature. The
potential at any point outside the disks is determined numerically. Also the convergence of the proposed method is established.
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1. Introduction

Many physical problems of science and engineering can be investigated by reducing them to solving appropriate
integral equations. For example, integral equations play very important role in solving physical problems arising
in electrostatics, elasticity, linearized theory of water waves and many other fields. Here, we are concerned with
obtaining numerical solution of the Love’s integral equation of the form

f (x) ±
1
π

∫ 1

−1

κ f (t)
κ2 + (x − t)2 dt = g(x), x ∈ [−1, 1], κ > 0. (1.1)

For g(x) = 1, this integral equation arises in the determination of electrostatic field due to two circular co-axial
conducting disks and is attributed to Love [5]. Love showed that the solution is unique, real and even. Here κ > 0 is
the separation distance parameter of the two disks and Lκ(x, t) ≡ Lκ(x − t) = κ

κ2+(x−t)2 is the kernel. The parameter κ
plays a crucial role in the solution of the integral equation (1.1). Numerical complexity may occur for small values of
κ as the complex poles x ± iκ of the kernel approach the real axis.

The investigation to obtain the expression for the potential at any point for a circular plate condenser consisting of
two equal circular co-axial disks was initiated by Nicholson [10] but his result contains a divergent integral. Again the
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convergence of a number of integrals obtained by Nomura [11] for the calculation of the capacity of the disks is not
obvious. Love [5] showed that the electrostatic potential V(r, z) due to a condenser having two equal parallel co-axial
circular plates of radius R, separated by a distance h = κR at an arbitrary point P(r, θ, z) outside of the plates is given
by

V(r, z) =
V0

π

∫ 1

−1

 1√
r2 + (z − κ

2 + ix)2
±

1√
r2 + (z + κ

2 + ix)2

 f (x)dx, (1.2)

where f (x) satisfies the integral equation (1.1) with g(x) = 1, the plus sign is for equally charged disks and the minus
sign is for equal but oppositely charged disks and the upper disk is at potential V0 and lower disk is at potential ±V0.
Each square root in (1.2) has positive real part. Also Love [5] showed that the capacity of each disk is given by

Cdisk =
R
π

∫ 1

−1
f (x)dx. (1.3)

As in both cases the equations (1.2) and (1.3) contain f (x), so the potential at any point outside the disks and the
capacity of the disk can be found only when the solution of the integral equation (1.1) is obtained.

For g(x) = 1, the solution of (1.1) can be expressed as a convergent Neumann series which is somewhat complicated.
Hence different numerical schemes have been proposed from time to time by a host of researchers. For example,
Chechyshev series method [2], iteration with Chebyshev series [16], approximate product integration method [17]
and so on have been proposed with κ = 1 for the solution of (1.1). The investigation is more challenging for κ < 1.
The problem has also been studied by product formulas for Fredholm integral equations [7], use of collocation as
a projection method [15], and so on for the case κ < 1. Generalized minimal residual method [14], preconditional
conjugate gradient method [4] have been applied for very small parameter κ (κ << 1). Also the approximation of the
unknown function of Love’s equation is obtained in analytical form for different κ using Boubaker polynomials by
Milovanovic et al. [6]. Every method mentioned above has some advantages as well as disadvantages compared to
others.

It is well known that trigonometric functions, exponential functions or orthogonal polynomials associated with some
self-adjoint operators are used as basis functions to approximate a function. If the basis contains n elements, then
O(n2) or O(n4) operations are needed to approximate a function or an operator. If n increases, then a large number of
operations are needed. The wavelet functions have the capability to overcome this difficulty due to its multi resolution
property. Furthermore, wavelet sets up a connection with fast numerical algorithm. Here we present a collocation
technique based on wavelet of Daubechies family for solving the integral equation (1.1). Wavelet is a special kind of
mathematical function. It has oscillatory behavior having initial amplitude zero. The amplitude of wavelet function
gradually increases from zero and then decreases back to zero. Wavelets have extensive application in numerous
fields including approximation theory, signal processing, image compression, data analysis of science and technol-
ogy. The bases of orthogonal wavelets family are able to provide the joint localization (Fourier and space variable) of
signal, function or operator. Some example of orthogonal wavelets are Daubechies wavelet, Coiflet, Binomial QMF,
Haar wavelet, etc. Actually different kind of orthogonal bases of wavelets can be constructed due to multi resolution
analysis (MRA) property of wavelet function. Among the orthogonal wavelets, Daubechies wavelet is a compactly
supported orthogonal wavelet having a lot of interesting properties and features. Vanishing moment, no explicit form
of Daubechies wavelet make it different from other family of wavelets. Only the knowledge of two scale relation
of scale function is enough to develop the numerical algorithm. For this reason, Daubechies scale function has im-
mense importance to find approximate solution of integral equation. The properties of scale and wavelet function of
Daubechies family are available in the literature (for example, see [3, 8, 9, 12]).

The technique employed here involves approximating the unknown function f (x) with the Daubechies scale func-
tions and then choosing a suitable set of collocation points. Under some operations, the integral equation is reduced to
a system of algebraic equations. The numerical values of f (x) obtained by this method are found to be quite accurate
when these are compared with the values obtained by several existing methods accessible in the literature. These
values of f (x) are used to determine the capacity of the disks as well as the potential at any point outside the disks
and the results are found to match with known results for various values of κ (large, moderate, small and very small)
obtained by different methods.
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2. Method of approximation

For the sake of generality, let us consider Love’s integral equation in the form

f (x) ±
1
π

∫ b

a
Lκ(x, t) f (t)dt = g(x), a ≤ x ≤ b. (2.1)

Here a and b (> a) are assumed to be integers. If a and b are not integers, then by applying proper transformation it
will be possible to make both lower and upper limits of the integral to be integers. The unknown f (x) defined on [a, b]
can be expanded with the Daubechies scale function ϕB

jk(x) at resolution level j with raw images cB
jk as

f (x) ≈
b2 j−1∑

k=a2 j−2K+2

cB
jkϕ

B
jk(x), B = L, I,R. (2.2)

The abbreviation B will be L, I or R according as k ∈ ΛL
j =

{
a2 j − 2K + 2, a2 j − 2K + 3, ..., a2 j − 1

}
,

k ∈ ΛI
j =

{
a2 j, a2 j + 1, ..., b2 j − 2K + 1

}
or k ∈ ΛR

j =
{
b2 j − 2K + 2, b2 j − 2K + 3, ..., b2 j − 1

}
(see [8, 9]).

After substituting the form (2.2) for f (x) in (2.1), we obtain

∑
k∈Λ j

cB
jkϕ

B
jk(x) ±

1
π

∑
k∈Λ j

cB
jk

∫ b

a
Lκ(x, t) f (t)dt = g(x). (2.3)

We choose total (b − a)2 j + 2K − 2 number of collocation points as x̃ jk′ =
k′
2 j

(
k′ = a2 j − 2K + 3, ..., b2 j

)
from the

interval [a, b] so that det[ϕB
jk(x̃ jk′ )] does not vanish. After this suitable choice of collocation points, we get a system

of (b − a)2 j + 2K − 2 linear equations as∑
k∈Λ j

cB
jk

[
Φ̃ j(k′, k) ±

1
π

Ĩκj (k
′, k)

]
= g̃ j(k′), (2.4)

where
Φ̃ j(k′, k) = ϕB

jk(x̃ jk′ ), (2.5)

Ĩκj (k
′, k) =

∫ b

a
Lκ(x̃ jk′ , t)ϕB

jk(t)dt (2.6)

and
g̃ j(k′) = g(x̃ jk′ ). (2.7)

Here Λ j = Λ
L
j ∪ Λ

I
j ∪ Λ

R
j is the index set and the abbreviation B is replaced by L (for k ∈ ΛL

j ), I (for k ∈ ΛI
j) and R

(for k ∈ ΛR
j ) depending on k (see [8, 9]). After determining the raw images cB

jk, the function f (x) can be expanded in
terms Daubechies scale function. This approximation of f (x) helps us to determine numerically the value of f (x) at
any point in [a, b]. The expression of the unknown function f (x) for g(x) = 1 and [a, b] = [−1, 1] has an immense
importance in the electrostatic field. In the subsequent section, this form of f (x) is used to determine capacity of the
disk as well as potential at any point outside the disks.

3. Computation of matrix elements

The principal task is to evaluate the raw images cB
jk which include the numerical evaluation of matrices of the

elements Φ̃ j(k′, k), Ĩκj (k
′, k) and g̃ j(k′). As g̃ j(k′) can be obtained only by substituting x̃ jk′ =

k′
2 j in place of x in the

forcing term g(x), methods of evaluation of Φ̃ j(k′, k) and Ĩκj (k
′, k) are necessary.
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3.1. Computation of Φ̃ j(k′, k)

Using the expression for ϕ jk(x) = 2
j
2 ϕ(2 jx − k) and putting x̃ jk′ =

k′
2 j in (2.5), we obtain

Φ̃ j(k′, k) = 2
j
2 ϕ(p), (3.1)

where p = k′ − k is an integer. Φ̃ j(k′, k) vanishes for p (= k′ − k) ∈ R \ [0, 2K − 1], as ϕ(p) maps to zero for these
values of p. The procedure to determine the values of ϕ(p) for p ∈ [0, 2K − 1] is explained in [3]. ϕ(p) for integer p
within the support can be evaluated using the two scale relation of ϕ(x) along with the normalization of scale function

2K−1∑
p=0

ϕ(p) = 1. (3.2)

The values of scale function of Daubechies family at integer points in the support with K = 3 are exhibited in Table
A.1.

The collocation points can be chosen suitably in different form other than x̃ jk′ =
k′
2 j from [a, b] satisfying

det[ϕ jk(collocation points)] , 0. In the determination of Φ̃ j(k′, k), ϕ(p) is needed for integral values of p for this
choice of collocation points but for other choices of collocation points ϕ(p) is needed for fractional values of p. The
determination ϕ(p) for fractional p is somewhat tedious as it is time consuming. To find ϕ(p) for fractional p one
can use Cascade algorithm to approximate values of scaling function or one can use repeated application of two scale
relation after taking dyadic approximation of fractional value (see [3]).

3.2. Computation of Ĩκj (k
′, k)

Using the expression Lκ(x, t) = κ
κ2+(x−t)2 and x̃ jk′ =

k′
2 j in the integral (2.6), we obtain

Ĩκj (k
′, k) =

∫ b

a

κϕ jk(t)dt

( k′
2 j − t)2 + κ2

. (3.3)

Using the expression of ϕ jk(t) and transforming the variable in the integral, (3.3) is reduced to the form

Ĩκj (k
′, k) = κ2

3 j
2 Îκj (k

′, k), (3.4)

where

Îκj (k
′, k) =

∫ b2 j−k

a2 j−k

ϕ(t)dt

[(k′ − k) − t]2 +
(
κ2 j)2 . (3.5)

The integrand of Îκj (k
′, k) has complex conjugate poles at (k′ − k) ± i2 jκ,

(
i =
√
−1

)
. So the computational error may

occur in the evaluation of Îκj (k
′, k) for very small value of the parameter κ (κ << 1). This difficulty may be handled

increasing the value of κ2 j (i.e. increasing the value of j). The values of Îκj (k
′, k) can be calculated using M-point

Gauss-Daubechies quadrature law involving the product of a continuous function and Daubechies scale function for
κ ≤ 1 and for κ << 1 at high resolution level j and for κ > 1 at any resolution level j as

Îκj (k
′, k) =



∑M
ζ=1

wL
ζ (k)

[(k′ − k) − tL
ζ (k)]2 + (κ2 j)2

if k ∈ ΛL
j ,

∑M
i=ζ

wI
ζ(k)

[(k′ − k) − tI
ζ(k)]2 + (κ2 j)2

if k ∈ ΛI
j,

∑M
i=ζ

wR
ζ (k)

[(k′ − k) − tR
ζ (k)]2 + (κ2 j)2

if k ∈ ΛR
j .

(3.6)

Here wL or R
ζ (k) and xL or R

ζ (k) are the weights and nodes for the partial support [a2 j − k, 2K − 1] or [0, b2 j − k] whereas
wI
ζ(k) and xI

ζ(k) are weights and support for full support [0, 2K − 1] (see [13]). The values of wI
ζ(k) and xI

ζ(k) are same
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for all values of k ∈ ΛI
j. Even above formula can also be used for very small values of κ at any resolution level if

k′ ∼ k ≥ 2K as for this range t = k′ ∼ k lies outside of the support [0, 2K − 1]. Îκj (k
′, k) can be calculated at low

resolution level for 0 ≤ k′ ∼ k ≤ 2K − 1 using the recurrence relation

Îκj (k
′, k) = Îκj (k

′ − k) =
2K−1∑
l=0

2
√

2hl Îκj
[
2(k′ − k) − l

]
. (3.7)

The above recurrence relation is obtained using two scale relation of ϕ(x). As κ is the separation parameter of two
circular disks, it is assumed always κ > 0. Though Ĩκj (k

′, k) always vanish for κ = 0 but one interesting observation is

mentioned here in the evaluation of Îκj (k
′, k) for κ = 0. The Riemann sense definition fails for the integral (3.3) when

κ = 0 as 1
[(k′−k)−t]2 has very strong singularity at t = k′ − k. However, the integral (3.3) for κ = 0 can be defined in

Hadamard finite part sense of order 2 and it is denoted and defined by

∗

∫ b2 j−k

a2 j−k

ϕ(t)dt
[(k′ − k) − t]2 = lim

ϵ→0

∫ x−ϵ

a2 j−k

ϕ(t)dt
[(k′ − k) − t]2 +

∫ b2 j−k

x+ϵ

ϕ(t)dt
[(k′ − k) − t]2 +

ϕ(x + ϵ) + ϕ(x − ϵ)
ϵ

 , (3.8)

where * in the left side of the integral specify the definition of the integral in Hadamard finite part sense.

4. Error analysis

In order to find the bound of L2-norm of the error of the unknown function f (x), the multi-scale expansion of f (x)
is used in the form

f (x) =
b2 j−1∑

k=a2 j−(2K−2)

cB
jkϕ

B
jk(x) +

∞∑
j′= j

b2 j
′

−1∑
k=a2 j′ −(2K−2)

dB
j′ kψ

B
j′ k(x), B = L, I,R. (4.1)

The computed values of raw images cB
jk (solving the system (2.4)) are utilized here to determine multi-scale expansion

of f (x). Actually the multi-expansion form (4.1) is recently used to find the bound of L2-norm of error of the unknown
function y(x) of functional integro-differential equation in [9]. In the determination of cB

jk and dB
jk, Nblock (partitioned

matrix of N) and Tblock (partitioned matrix of T) are used in the equations (54) and (55) of [9], as the abbreviation
B = L is not considered. In the present context, B = L, I,R are taken into account, so in the determination of cB

jk and
dB

jk, the matrix N and T are used instead of Nblock and Tblock. The procedure to determine dB
jk are explained in [9]. The

matrix elements of M and U (see [9]) are m j:k and u j:k and which are given by

m j:k =


∑2K−1

l=0 hlcB
j+1,2k+lN j+1:2k+l,k1 if k ∈ ΛL

j =
{
a2 j − 2K + 2, ..., a2 j − 1

}
,∑2K−1

l=0 hlcB
j+1,2k+l if k ∈ ΛI

j =
{
a2 j, ..., b2 j − 2K + 1

}
,∑2K−1

l=0 hlcB
j+1,2k+lN j+1:2k+l,k1 if k ∈ ΛR

j =
{
b2 j − 2K + 2, ..., b2 j − 1

} (4.2)

and

u j:k =


∑2K−1

l=0 glcB
j+1,2k+lN j+1:2k+l,k1 if k ∈ ΛL

j =
{
a2 j − 2K + 2, ..., a2 j − 1

}
,∑2K−1

l=0 glcB
j+1,2k+l if k ∈ ΛI

j =
{
a2 j, ..., b2 j − 2K + 1

}
,∑2K−1

l=0 glcB
j+1,2k+lN j+1:2k+l,k1 if k ∈ ΛR

j =
{
b2 j − 2K + 2, ..., b2 j − 1

}
.

(4.3)

The bound of L2-norm of error ∥e(x)∥L2[a,b] can be estimated using the relation given below

∥e(x)∥2L2[a,b] ≤ ∥δ f j∥
2
L2[a,b]

1
1 − τ

. (4.4)
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In the relation (4.4), τ = max
η

∥δ f j+η∥
2
L2[a,b]

∥δ f j+η−1∥
2
L2[a,b]

(η = 1, 2, 3, ...) is choosen and it is found that the values of τ belong to

the interval (0, 1). The values of ∥δ f j∥
2
L2[a,b] can be obtained obtained using the relation given below

∥δ f j∥
2
L2[a,b] = <

b2 j−1∑
k=a2 j−(2K−2)

dB
jkψ

B
jk(x),

b2 j−1∑
k=a2 j−(2K−2)

dB
jkψ

B
jk(x) >

=

a2 j−1∑
k=a2 j−2K+2

a2 j−1∑
k′=a2 j−2K+2

dL
jkdL

jk′T
L
j:k′k +

b2 j−2K+1∑
k=a2 j

b2 j−2K+1∑
k′=a2 j

dI
jkdI

jk′δk′k

+

b2 j−1∑
k=b2 j−2K+2

b2 j−1∑
k′=b2 j−2K+2

dR
jkdR

jk′T
R
j:k′k. (4.5)

In the calculation of ∥δ f j∥
2
L2[a,b], we ignore the approximate values of six types of integrals

∫ b
a ψB

jk(x)ψB′
jk′ (x)dx

(B , B′ and B, B′ = L, I,R) in the inner product as they are very negligible.

5. Numerical results and discussion

In this section, the approximate numerical solution of Love’s integral equation (for both cases) and the bound
of L2-norm error are presented for g(x) = 1. For any other given form of g(x), the numerical results can easily be
obtained. All the calculations are carried out in MATHEMATICA ver. 9.0.1.0. The numerical values of f (x) are
determined for different values of κ at different resolution level j. Here the values of f (x) are displayed only for three
intermediate values of x = 0, 0.5, 1 in Table A.2 and Table A.3 for equally and oppositely charged disks respectively.
The results in these tables reveal that the proposed method is quite accurate. We need relatively higher resolution level
for better accuracy of the numerical results for the small parameter κ.

The numerical values of f (x) for different separation parameter κ (κ = 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10) are presented in Figures
1(a) and 1(b) for equally and oppositely charged disks respectively.

x
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f(
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(a) Circular disks of equal potential
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f(
x
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-20
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κ=0.1

κ=1

κ=10

(b) Circular disks of opposite potential

Figure 1: Approximate solution of Love’s integral equation for different values κ

The curves in Figure 1(a) coincide with those given in Figure 4.3 (right) of [6] obtained by a different method.
This provides a check on the correctness of the method presented here.

The bound of L2-norm error ∥e(x)∥L2[a,b] for different resolution level together with corresponding values of τ and
∥δ f j∥

2
L2[a,b] are exhibited in Table A.4 and Table A.5 respectively for two different cases. From these tables it follows

that the accuracy of the outcome can be enriched taking higher resolution or scale level, which is obvious.
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6. Capacitance

The expression of the capacity given by (1.3) confirms that the capacity of each disk depends on its radius
and the situation of equally or oppositely potential of the parallel disks. As f (x) is an even function defined on
[−1, 1] (≡ [a, b]), so the capacity of the disk Cdisk is proportional to the integral

∫ 1
0 f (x)dx i.e.

Cdisk ∝

∫ 1

0
f (x)dx. (6.1)

After using the expression of f (x), the value of the integral
∫ 1

0 f (x)dx can be expressed as

∫ 1

0
f (x)dx =

b2 j−1∑
k=a2 j−2K+2

cs
jkI j

k, (6.2)

with

I j
k =

1

2
j
2

∫ 2 j−k

−k
ϕ(x)dx. (6.3)

As the interval [−1, 1] (≡ [a, b]) is compressed of the interval [0, 1]
(
≡ [ a+b

2 , b]
)

and the translation parameter

k
(
k = a2 j − 2K + 2, ..., b2 j − 1

)
is chosen to control the interval [−1, 1], so some values of k exist for

which I j
k vanish. As the scale function ϕ(x) maps to zero when x belongs to the interval

[
−k, 2 j − k

]
for

k = a2 j − 2K + 2, ...,
(

a+b
2

)
2 j − 2K + 1. So, the integral I j

k vanishes for a2 j − 2K + 2 ≤ k ≤
(

a+b
2

)
2 j − 2K + 1.

For k =
(

a+b
2

)
2 j − 2K + 2, ..., b2 j − 1 the integral I j

k can be evaluated by using Gauss-Daubechies quadrature law

involving the product of a continuos function and Daubechies scale function [13]. The values I j
k for different k can be

summarized as

I j
k =



0 if a2 j − 2K + 2 ≤ k ≤
(

a+b
2

)
2 j − 2K + 1,

1

2
j
2

∑M
ζ=1 wL

ζ (k) if
(

a+b
2

)
2 j − 2K + 2 ≤ k ≤

(
a+b

2

)
2 j − 1,

1

2
j
2

∑M
ζ=1 wI

ζ(k) if
(

a+b
2

)
2 j ≤ k ≤ b2 j − 2K + 1,

1

2
j
2

∑M
ζ=1 wR

ζ (k) if b2 j − 2K + 2 ≤ k ≤ b2 j − 1.

(6.4)

Here ws(k) (s = L, I,R) are the weights of Gauss-Daubechies quadrature rule mentioned earlier. The values of the
integral

∫ 1
0 f (x)dx for different values of κ are exhibited in Table A.5 for equal potential and in Table A.7 for opposite

potential of the disks. It may be observed that the results acquired by the present technique compares well with the
results acquired by Nomura and Cooke [1, 11]. Actually some values ot this integral obtained by Nomura [11] were
incorrect which were corrected later by Cooke [1].

7. Potential at any point outside the disks

We write the equation (1.2) in the form

V(r, z) =
V0

π

∫ 1

−1
A(±)

κ (r, z, x) f (x)dx, (7.1)

where

A(±)
κ (r, z, x) =

 1√
r2 + (z − κ

2 + ix)2
±

1√
r2 + (z + κ

2 + ix)2

 . (7.2)
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′+′ sign indicates that the potential of both plates are V0 whereas ′−′ sign indicates that the potential of upper disk is
V0 and lower disk is −V0. Using the expression for f (x), the expression of potential V(r, z) is reduced to the form

V(r, z) =
V0

π

∑
k∈Λ j

cs
jk

∫ 1

−1
A(±)

κ (r, z, x)ϕs
jk(x)dx. (7.3)

Using the expression ϕs
jk = 2

j
2 ϕ(2 jx − k) and substituting the variable in the integration, we get

V(r, z) =
2
− j
2 V0

π

∑
k∈Λ j

cs
jk

∫ 2 j−k

−2 j−k
A(±)

κ

(
r, z,

x + k
2 j

)
ϕ(x)dx. (7.4)

Using M-point Gauss-Daubechies quadrature law we get

V(r, z) =
2
− j
2 V0

π

∑
k∈Λ j

M∑
ζ=1

cs
jkws

ζ(k)A(±)
κ

r, z, xs
ζ(k) + k

2 j

 , (7.5)

ws
i (k) and xs

i (k) are respectively weights and nodes mentioned earlier. The potential at any point P(r, θ, z) generated
by the electrostatic system of two parallel co-circular disks can be determined using the expression (7.5). Due to
symmetry of the electrostatic system, the potential at any point is independent of θ. The equipotential lines for the
electrostatic system are presented in Figure 2 taking κ = 0.1 and κ = 1 when the potentials of upper disk and lower
disk are respectively V0 = +1 and V0 = −1. Also the equipotential lines are exhibited in Figure 3 taking κ = 1 when
the potential of both disks are same V0 = +1.

(a) κ = 0.1 and ±V(r, z) = 0.1(0.1)0.8 (b) κ = 1 and ±V(r, z) = 0.1(0.1)0.8

Figure 2: Equipotential lines when the disks are in opposite potential

The Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show a good agreement between the curves obtained by the present method and the
curves given in Figure 4.4 of [6] obtained by a different method.
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Figure 3: κ = 1, V(r, z) = 0.70(0.02)0.88 and V(r, z) = 0.90(0.01)0.97
Equipotential lines when the disks are in equal potential

8. Conclusion

The present work explains a numerical scheme in which the unknown function is approximated with the Daubechies
scale function to determine approximate numerical solution of an integral equation attributed to Eric Russell Love.
The significant facts of the present analysis are summarized as:

• M = 5 is selected for Gauss-Daubechies quadrature rule in the simulation code. It is obvious that larger values
of M provide better results.

• In some existing methods, either a change of variables are suggested or a new function is introduced to handle
the complex conjugate poles of the kernel function. In the present method we directly use the approximate
form the unknown function f (x) and conjugate complex poles can be handled automatically due to resolution
capability of the Daubechies scale function.

• The present method is somewhat simple and straightforward. Also the complicated integrations and elaborate
mathematical calculations do not arise in the proposed scheme.

• Observing the bound L2-norm error, it can be concluded that the accuracy of approximate results can be en-
hanced taking relatively higher resolution or scale level.

• As the regularity of both scale and wavelet function of Daubechies family increases with the increased of K, so
by increasing number of scale coefficients (i.e support [0, 2K − 1]) better results can be obtained.

The present method may be applicable in the determination of numerical results of other Fredholm integral equation
involving numerous singular as well as nonsingular kernels but a suitable modification is needed.
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Appendix A. Tables

p ϕ(p)
0 0
1 1.286335
2 -0.385837
3 0.095268
4 0.004234
5 0

Table A.1: Values of Dau-K scale function with K = 3

Resolution
level( j) f (0) f (0.5) f (1)
κ = 10
2 0.9403 0.9405 0.9409
3 0.940323 0.940469 0.940904
4 0.94032284 0.94046924 0.94090418
5 0.9403230257 0.9404694126 0.9409043444
κ = 1
3 0.6574 0.6832 0.7557
4 0.657413 0.683181 0.755719
5 0.65741153 0.68318038 0.75571816
6 0.6574114047 0.6831802738 0.7557180740
κ = 0.1
4 0.5153 0.5202 0.7122
5 0.515317 0.520181 0.712442
6 0.51531739 0.52018373 0.71245863
7 0.5153174351 0.5201840626 0.7124572761
κ = 0.01
6 0.5013 0.5018 0.7041
7 0.501574 0.502092 0.707069
8 0.50157958 0.50209826 0.70761690
9 0.5015795951 0.5020982852 0.7076661105
κ = 0.001
7 0.54 0.54 0.69
8 0.5015 0.5016 0.6950
9 0.499565 0.499618 0.701528
10 0.50013052 0.50018337 0.70608283

Table A.2: Numerical solution of Love’s integral equation for equal potential of disks
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Resolution
level( j) f (0) f (0.5) f (1)
κ = 10
3 1.0677 1.0676 1.0671
4 1.067735 1.067569 1.067076
5 1.06773515 1.06756900 1.06707533
6 1.0677353230 1.0675688806 1.0670753320
κ = 1
3 1.9190 1.8424 1.6397
4 1.919027 1.842384 1.639696
5 1.91903287 1.84238580 1.63969617
6 1.9190331062 1.8423856621 1.6396958616
κ = 0.1
4 11.16 9.90 4.16
5 11.1690 9.9076 4.1580
6 11.169487 9.908182 4.157838
7 11.16954034 9.90823981 4.15777243
κ = 0.01
7 101.72 88.43 12.64
8 101.5170 88.2524 12.6187
9 101.518114 88.253540 12.618417
10 101.51821943 88.25365182 12.61807174

Table A.3: Numerical solution of Love’s integral equation for opposite potential of disks
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Resolution
level( j) ∥δ f j∥

2
L2[a,b] τ ∥e(x)∥L2[a,b]

κ = 10
2 1.8547(-1) 0.500064 6.0908(-1)
3 9.2749(-2) 0.500052 4.3072(-1)
4 4.6379(-2) 0.500052 3.0458(-1)
5 2.3191(-2) 0.500015 2.1537(-1)
κ = 1
3 5.7347(-2) 0.510481 3.4227(-1)
4 2.9275(-2) 0.505447 2.4330(-1)
5 1.4797(-2) 0.502761 1.7250(-1)
6 7.4393(-3) 0.497818 1.1217(-1)
κ = 0.1
4 2.2217(-2) 0.534984 2.1858(-1)
5 1.1886(-2) 0.526400 1.5842(-1)
6 6.2566(-3) 0.515015 1.1358(-1)
7 3.2223(-3) 0.507733 8.0906(-2)
κ = 0.01
6 5.1641(-3) 0.519976 1.0372(-1)
7 2.6852(-3) 0.534337 7.5936(-2)
8 1.4348(-3) 0.529752 5.5237(-2)
9 7.6084(-4) 0.518321 3.9744(-2)
κ = 0.001
7 2.3451(-3) 0.531270 7.0732(-2)
8 1.2459(-3) 0.514052 5.0634(-2)
9 6.4044(-4) 0.514744 3.6329(-2)
10 3.2966(-4) 0.512345 2.6000(-2)

Table A.4: The bound of L2-norm error when the disks are in same potential
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Resolution
level( j) ∥δ f j∥

2
L2[a,b] τ ∥e(x)∥L2[a,b]

κ = 10
3 1.1934(-1) 0.499947 4.8853(-1)
4 5.9665(-2) 0.499972 3.4543(-1)
5 2.9831(-2) 0.499985 2.4425(-1)
6 1.4915(-2) 0.499994 1.7271(-1)
κ = 1
3 2.9742(-1) 0.486856 7.6132(-1)
4 1.4480(-1) 0.493193 5.3452(-1)
5 7.1416(-2) 0.496555 3.7664(-1)
6 3.5462(-2) 0.498270 2.6586(-1)
κ = 0.1
5 5.7615(-1) 0.404030 9.8323(-1)
6 2.5558(-1) 0.443608 6.7776(-1)
7 1.2023(-1) 0.470427 4.7648(-1)
8 5.8325(-2) 0.485098 3.3656(-1)
κ = 0.01
7 1.8844( 0) 0.380786 1.7445(0)
8 7.1756(-1) 0.427039 1.1191(0)
9 3.0642(-1) 0.460902 7.5393(-1)
10 1.4123(-1) 0.460201 5.1150(-1)

Table A.5: The bound of L2-norm error when the disks are in opposite potential

Present
Method

Nomura -Cooke

κ j = 3 j = 4 j = 5
0.1 0.536039 0.536040 0.535900 -
0.2 0.561685 0.561397 0.561365 -
0.3 0.583256 0.583126 0.583115 -
0.4 0.602568 0.602504 0.602499 0.6027
0.6 0.636416 0.636407 0.636406 0.6364
0.8 0.665599 0.665608 0.665610 0.6656
1.0 0.691190 0.691205 0.691207 0.6912
1.2 0.713796 0.713810 0.713812 0.7138
1.5 0.743008 0.743018 0.743019 0.7437
2.0 0.781746 0.781751 0.781752 0.7817
2.5 0.811256 0.811259 0.811259 0.8113
3.0 0.834214 0.834215 0.834216 0.8342
5.0 0.889578 0.889579 0.889579 0.8896
10. 0.940517 0.940517 0.940518 0.9405
20. 0.969200 0.969200 0.969200 0.9683

Table A.6: The values of
∫ 1

0 f (x)dx for equal potential of the circular disks
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Present
Method

Nomura -Cooke

κ j = 3 j = 4 j = 5
0.1 9.39859 9.22734 9.23249 -
0.2 5.17072 5.17533 5.17575 -
0.3 3.79849 3.79955 3.79958 -
0.4 3.10212 3.10233 3.10231 3.1029
0.6 2.39553 2.39546 2.39545 2.3956
0.8 2.03735 2.03728 2.03727 2.0372
1.0 1.82085 1.82080 1.82079 1.8208
1.2 1.67609 1.67605 1.67605 1.6760
1.5 1.53147 1.53145 1.53145 1.5227
2.0 1.38804 1.38803 1.38803 1.3867
2.5 1.30343 1.30342 1.30342 1.3034
3.0 1.24811 1.24811 1.24811 1.2421
5.0 1.14172 1.14172 1.14172 1.1417
10. 1.06751 1.06751 1.06751 1.0675
20. 1.03282 1.03282 1.03282 1.0319

Table A.7: The values of
∫ 1

0 f (x)dx for opposite potentials of the circular disks
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